
	  	  
	  

Background 

Ashburn Clinic is one of New 
Zealand's oldest healthcare 
establishments, providing psychiatric 
and addiction services at an historic 
facility located on Three Mile Hill close 
to Dunedin.  

Since converting to LPG from coal 
many years ago, heating outgoings 
had risen dramatically.  Following a 
detailed energy assessment by a 
consultant and detailed research by 
clinic management, Spark Energy 
was appointed to install a modern 
wood chip-fired ETA boiler and 
supply fuel-grade wood chips under 
a long-term contract.  The Energy 
Efficiency and Conservation 
Authority, the government entity 
tasked with promoting the uptake of 
energy efficient strategies by 
business, helped fund the purchase 
and installation of the new wood 
boiler. 

Ashburn Clinic new boilerhouse 

 

Use of existing on-site resources  

The modular design of the ETA wood 
boiler system enabled the re-use of a 
defunct coal hopper.  Spark Energy 
made minor modifications to this 
hopper and fitted a wood fuel 
conveying system to roughly double 
the volume capacity of the hopper.  
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Spark Energy markets and installs high-efficiency wood boilers and supplies fuel-grade wood chips to commercial heat users throughout 
New Zealand.  To find out more about how we can help you reduce your heating costs and enhance your environmental footprint, contact 
Spark Energy via email info@sparkenergy.co.nz, on the web www.sparkenergy.co.nz or dial our office on 03 441 8079 (021 766 110 A/H). 
	  

ETA HACK 200 wood chip boiler 

 

$180,000+ of fuel cost savings 

Ashburn Clinic halved its heating bill, 
saving just over $180,000 during its 
first year of operation with the new 
wood boiler, an outstanding result 
which has exceeded the Clinic's 
expectations.  

$180,000+ fuel cost savings per annum compared to LPG 

 BEFORE  AFTER 

Boiler 550kW LPG boiler 220kW ETA HACK 

Efficiency 75% (est.)  93% (BLT test report) 

Dust emissions n/a   <30mg/m3 (BLT test report) 

Fuel LPG  Wood chips 

Fuel supplier Local LPG supplier Spark Energy 

Fuel contract LPG by weight Wood energy contract 

Fuel feeding On-site tank  Automatic, sweeping arm  

Fuel store n/r   32 m3 

Ignition Automatic  Automatic (electric heat gun) 

Carbon emitted pa 339 tonnes (est.) nil (net basis) 

 

This meant that the hopper would be 
big enough to cover long weekends 
during colder parts of the year.  
A new boiler house was built to 
house the new wood boiler system 
and manifold.  In addition, a PC 
hosting ETA’s visualization software 
was fitted as well as a “hoppercam” 
(internet enabled camera mounted in 
the fuel store).  The “hoppercam” 
allows the fuel supply team to do 
“just in time” deliveries, helping to 
minimize vehicle movements to the 
site and making for a hands-off 
solution for the team on site. 

New wood fuel conveying system 

 


